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A SUMMER OF FINANCIAL DISCOMFITURE 

          

From an investment standpoint, the summer of 2015 will be remembered as a period when the stock market advance 

of 6+ years suffered its worst quarterly decline in four years. The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index dropped 6.9% while 

the NASDAQ Composite and Dow Jones Industrial Average declined 7.4% and 7.6% respectively. Those investors 

who were positioned in foreign markets, for the most part, fared even worse. For instance, German stocks declined 

10.1% while Japan registered a 13.4% drop in local currency terms [- 11.5% on the basis of U. S. dollars]. Chinese 

securities were off almost 25% during the 3rd quarter. 

 

Although many reasons were given for the rather dramatic weakness in financial markets around the world, the 

problems seemed to center on the apparent slowdown taking place in mainland China. GDP forecasts by their 

government had been reduced from growth of 8.5% to approximately 7%, but most objective projections call for 

growth of no more than 5% for 2015. That slowdown was a major contributor to the weakness of many commodity 

prices which, in turn, adversely affected a number of other countries such as Australia, Brazil and Canada plus many 

of the agriculture-based economies of Africa. 

 

Of course there were other arguments put forth to explain the market weakness. The disappointing U. S. 

employment results for the month of September plus the downward revisions in payroll figures for the previous two 

months indeed were contributing factors to the stock market weakness. Also, some observers believe that the failure 

of the Federal Reserve to raise interest rates in September was more a sign of economic weakness than being a 

positive for stock prices. And yes, the negative “beat” goes on by a meaningful number of so-called market pundits. 

 

Notwithstanding the power of negative thinking, there are a few signs that economic conditions are improving. After 

falling 40% or more over the past year or so, many commodity prices, including oil, have bounced rather sharply off 

their August-September lows. Almost without exception, energy companies, metal producers and manufacturers of 

other commodities have cut back production rates and reduced capital spending programs. This could mean that the 

worst of the fall in commodity prices is behind us. 

 

Same-store sales in the U. S. rose 0.8% last month, a figure that was much above the forecast of 0.2%. Additionally, 

Bloomberg’s Consumer Confidence Index has risen nearly five points since mid-September, making it the best 3-

week gain in six years. Also, jobless claims have fallen to a near 42-year low for the latest week in October. Finally, 

we were interested in studying an employment survey put out by Michigan State University. That survey, which has 

been conducted for 45 years, stated that employer demand for college talent will be at its highest level since 2008. 

 

Whether the modest positives noted above will be built upon during the balance of the 4th quarter is “in the lap of the 

gods.” Nevertheless, we’re encouraged by the market’s rebound during the last week of September and first week of 

October. 

 


